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This invention relates to improvements in contour
pressing forms, and more particularly to a novel contour
pressing form which is an improvement over the inven
tion presented in my patent applicent bearing the Ser. No.
190,447, filed Apr. 26, 1962 now Patent No. 3,165,845.
An object of the invention is to provide a composite
pressing form which may be folded into a compact as
sembly.
Other and further objects of the invention will ap
pear as the description proceeds, reference being had to
the accompanying drawing, in which:
FIG. 1 is a view in prospective from above of a con
tour pressing form embodying the invention.
FIG. 2 is an other view in prospective of same.
FIG. 3 is a plan view of the pressing form in folded
arrangement.

FIG. 4 is an end view in elevation of the same.
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It will be understood that the device is capable of many

modifications in structure and design, without departing
from the spirit of the invention, within the scope of the
appended claims.
Having thus described the invention, what is claimed
and desired to be secured by Letters Patent of the United
States, is:
1. A contour pressing board assembly including a base
member, a straight edge along one side thereof, a block
O attached to and flush with said edge on one face thereof,
an anvil shaped member, means hinging said anvil shaped
member to said block, a rod element imbedded in said
block and said base and spaced in parallel relationship
with said base for the greater portion of its length, and
5 an auxiliary element, means pivotally mounting said aux
iliary element on said rod to fold said auxiliary element
flat against said base.
2. A contour pressing board including a base, a plate
of anvil form, means hinging said anvil shaped member
20 thereto, and a relatively small round-ended angularly dis
posed element, means hinging said angularly disposed
element to said base with the axis of its pivot at right
angles to the axis of the hinge carrying said anvil form

Referring more particularly to the drawing, the nu plate, whereby the anvil form plate and the angularly
meral 10 refers to a base member having a straight edge 25 disposed element may be folded into parallel relation with
at one side 1 and a curvate edge opposed thereto at 12 said base.
with a rounded end at 13 and a relatively smaller round
3. The structure as in claim 2, including a spring de
at 14 and pointed tapered portion at 15.
tent means on a portion of said angularly disposed ele
A rectangular block 16 is affixed to said base mem
ment adjacent the anvil formed plate, and a socket on the
ber and is connected by the hinge 17 to the anvil shaped 30 latter
to receive said detent and fix said parts
plate 18. A member 19 having the rounded end 20 when inadapted
an unfolded use position.
is pivoted on the rod element 21 which latter has one
end 22 embedded in the base 10, and the other end 23
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The anvil shaped plate 18 has the curvate end at 26,
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The device may be folded by turning the element 19
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down against the base 10 and folding the plate 18 down
thereover to form a flat compact assembly.

